
2606   Interlinear Index Study

2606  MAT 009 024 He said <3004 -lego -> unto them ,  Give <0402
-anachoreo -> place <0402 -anachoreo -> :  for the maid <2877 -
korasion -> is not dead <0599 -apothnesko -> ,  but sleepeth
<2518 -katheudo -> .  And they laughed <2606 -katagelao -> him
to scorn <{2606} -katagelao -> .

2606  MAT 009 024 He said <3004 -lego -> unto them ,  Give <0402
-anachoreo -> place <0402 -anachoreo -> :  for the maid <2877 -
korasion -> is not dead <0599 -apothnesko -> ,  but sleepeth
<2518 -katheudo -> .  And they laughed <{2606} -katagelao -> him
to scorn <2606 -katagelao -> .

2606  MAR 005 040 And they laughed <2606 -katagelao -> him to
scorn <{2606} -katagelao -> .  But when he had put <1544 -
ekballo -> them all <0537 -hapas -> out ,  he taketh <3880 -
paralambano -> the father <3962 -pater -> and the mother <3384 -
meter -> of the damsel <3813 -paidion -> ,  and them that were
with him ,  and entereth <1531 -eisporeuomai -> in where <3699 -
hopou -> the damsel <3813 -paidion -> was lying <0345 -anakeimai
-> .

2606  MAR 005 040 And they laughed <{2606} -katagelao -> him to
scorn <2606 -katagelao -> .  But when he had put <1544 -ekballo -
> them all <0537 -hapas -> out ,  he taketh <3880 -paralambano -
> the father <3962 -pater -> and the mother <3384 -meter -> of
the damsel <3813 -paidion -> ,  and them that were with him ,  
and entereth <1531 -eisporeuomai -> in where <3699 -hopou -> the
damsel <3813 -paidion -> was lying <0345 -anakeimai -> .

2606  LUK 008 053 And they laughed  2606 -katagelao -  him to
scorn  {2606} -katagelao -  ,  knowing  1492 -eido -  that she
was dead  LUK 0599 -apothnesko -  .

2606  LUK 008 053 And they laughed  {2606} -katagelao -  him to
scorn  2606 -katagelao -  ,  knowing  1492 -eido -  that she was
dead  LUK 0599 -apothnesko -  .
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